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Mike Bisson’s Story
2004 - Operation Palladium at Camp Maple Leaf

Recce troop preparing to leave on patrol
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Authors’ note
The principal authors of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, are John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit, and his niece Marina Tinkler, a Concordia University literature student.
This record of events was prepared in 2015, many years after they occurred. The authors prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other publicly
available information. The record presents the events as the individuals involved remember them several years
after they occurred.
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Mike Bisson’s Story
Lt Mike Bisson was deployed to Bosnia as part of Rotation 14 under Operation Palladium in 2004. This
was the last main rotation of Canadian troops in Bosnia, as rotation 15 was a clean-up mission lasting
only approximately two months. Mike was assigned as a troop leader in A Squadron, the reconnaissance
squadron of the 12e Régiment blindé du Canada (12 RBC).

Photo of Mike’s recce troop comprised partly of militia soldiers and partly of regular force members of the 12 RBC
Photograph provided by Mike Bisson

The reconnaissance squadron was comprised of three reconnaissance (recce) troops, a squadron
headquarters group and a rear echelon group. Each recce troop had 5 vehicles, organised into 2 patrols
of 2 vehicles and the troop commander’s vehicle. In each patrol, one vehicle had a surveillance device
on a mast and the other vehicle had a device on a ground mount. Mike’s troop was formed of 14 militia
soldiers and 5 regular force soldiers, the latter including the troop second-in-command (2ic).
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Initially the rotation was to involve a full battle group formed around one of the R22eR battalions.
Partway through the training, the plans changed and the rotation staffing was significantly reduced.
Instead of a battle group, Canada deployed a recce squadron as well as other necessary support
elements such as a reinforced engineer troop and a combat support troop. A camp security platoon was
concurrently deployed to the Canadian logistical and administrative headquarters at Camp Black Bear in
Velika Kladusa.
Several other Hussars were deployed at the same time including Master Corporal Pilon, who was a driver
in Mike’s troop.
Preparation
Preparatory training for the mission started in mid-May 2003. Training on individual skills was conducted
from May to September. This training focused on the Coyote vehicle, operation of its surveillance
equipment, and crew commanding skills. During this period, Mike developed hairline fractures on both
feet. This resulted in a more serious injury on a 13-km road march when the hairline breaks became full
fractures. Although he finished the march, he had to visit the hospital and was put in casts up to his
knees for several weeks. Fortunately, the Squadron stood down for several weeks of leave at that time
so he was able to recover and return to work for the commencement of the collective training in the fall.
The collective training required the squadron to operate in the field from September to late October.
The squadron participated in a series of exercises, starting at the patrol level and then progressing to the
troop and squadron level. This also included numerous range practices.
On October 23, the squadron officers were transported from the field to the garrison to attend a diner at
the officers’ mess. This turned into a raucous evening during which the mess’s grand outdoor fireplace
became a casualty of the festivities. The incident, which resulted in substantial property damage,
attracted the attention of the base fire department as well as the military police. Subsequently, each of
the officers was assessed a portion of the damages.
In early November, the squadron started practicing joint tactics with an Infantry company. In December,
the downsizing of Rotation 14 was announced. Around this time the squadron deployed to Fort Drum
for a massive exercise with the Battle group. The training served as a rehearsal exercise for the
Operation Palladium squadron, while the greater emphasis was placed on the Battle group, whose
members were now undergoing their confirmatory exercise for Afghanistan. The squadron practiced
working with the infantry in many different situations. They, for instance, visited model villages and
learned how to interact with a foreign civilian population. The exercise started out simulating a
relatively calm environment, then practised tactics and procedures to be used if the situation
deteriorated and culminated in a full-out war. Mike remembers that he felt cold throughout the 18-hour
road moves to and from Fort Drum as the heater in his vehicle was not functional. After the exercise, the
squadron made it home in time for Christmas.
After their return from a 10-day Christmas leave, the Battle group (BG) conducted a large live fire
exercise on the battle run in Valcartier deploying all units including the TOW missiles and even the rear
echelon. The battle run is a stretch of land approximately six kilometers long and one kilometer wide
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that is used for live fire exercises principally involving armoured vehicles. The battle run has slightly hilly
terrain through which the vehicles advance in bounds. One or more vehicles take up firing positions and
observe to the front while the other vehicles leapfrog forward along established trails to the next logical
firing position. The infantry vehicles follow and deploy as needed. As the vehicles move through the
area the range control staff use an electronic system to make different targets appear. The targets were
programmed to drop down when they were hit.
Prior to moving to the range, the squadron armed the 25 millimetre chain guns in the turrets of the
vehicles with live ammunition. The chain guns were M242 Bushmaster machine guns that could fire 200
rounds per minute. Two types of ammunition were loaded: armoured piercing fin stabilised discarding
sabot trace (APFSDST), which was designed for use against armoured targets, and high explosive
incendiary trace (HEIT), which was designed for use against soft-skinned targets. Even the smoke
grenade dischargers on the front of the armoured vehicles were armed. Finally each of the participants
loaded his or her personal machine gun and pistol. The use of live ammunition significantly increased
the risks associated with the training but it also helped prepare the troops for Bosnia where they would
be operating all the time with live ammunition.
Mike’s troop was tasked to lead the BG to the range area. The move started at 2 AM from the base with
the vehicles wearing tire chains in view of the slippery road conditions caused by freezing rain. On their
way to the range, the lead vehicle missed the turn off to the forming up area and proceeded directly to
the start line at the range. Since the BG vehicles all followed, there was a large traffic jam at the range as
they all turned around and returned to the forming up area so that they could cross the start line in
formation.
Once the units had returned to the forming up point and deployed, they advanced to the start line. As
they crossed the start line the TOW missile batteries engaged several targets off in the distance. The
reconnaissance squadron led the advance through the battle run. When they encountered smaller
targets, they engaged them using their chain guns. When they encountered larger positions, the
situation was escalated and the infantry was asked to organise quick attacks on those positions. At the
end of the battle run, a larger dug-in target was encountered requiring a full-on infantry attack. This
attack commenced with a simulated bombing delivered by air force jets and was quickly followed by an
artillery bombardment. Finally, the infantry elements advanced on and swarmed the objective while the
armoured vehicles provided fire support at a distance. Mike found this exercise to be a huge confidence
builder. Up until that time the troops had only fired the weapons from static positions. They now had
the opportunity of working together and seeing the full power that could be used if and when needed.
Further, they had handled all the different types of ammunition safely and successfully.
In February there was a confirmatory exercise in the Shawinigan area for the squadron. The squadron
was focused on practising tactics like crowd control, house searches, road blocks, etc. The last scenario
on this exercise involved a cordon and search operation at a house in Shawinigan owned by someone
who had agreed in advance to lend their home to the training effort. Initially, the task of conducting the
search was given to Mike as a troop level task. After assessing the situation, he requested assistance as
it seemed like a larger endeavour. The task was escalated to a squadron level and the squadron and
their 20 or so armoured vehicles moved in to form a security cordon around the immediate
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neighborhood while the infantry moved in directly to the house to conduct a simulated search for
weapons. Two helicopters circled overhead to observe for any unusual movement. Given that this was a
training mission the infantry knocked at the door rather than kicking it in. This was a good thing because
the house that was indicated on the satellite photos given to the soldiers was not the house of the
individual who had granted the army permission to use his home. This discovery marked the end of the
house searching exercise and the army’s public relations team was rapidly put in touch with the
surprised homeowner.
In spite of the unfortunate mix-up between houses, the final assessment was that the Squadron had
passed their confirmatory exercise. After approximately ten months of pre-deployment training, the
members of the squadron had successfully acquired the skills required for an overseas theatre of
operations. By that time, Mike felt that the reservists in the troop had acquired a level of competence
approaching that of their regular force counterparts. Before leaving for Bosnia, the squadron sent its
vehicles to Western Canada and was entitled to 10 days of leave.
Arrival in Bosnia
The squadron departed from Canada on the 23rd of March 2004 and arrived at the airport in Zagreb,
Croatia on the 24th. From there, the squadron travelled by bus to Camp Black Bear in Velika Kladusa,
Bosnia where the Canadian National Command and National Support Elements were located.
At Camp Black Bear, the squadron received their in-theatre safety and intelligence briefings. Bosnia was
no longer in open conflict and the principal problems were mainly economic. A significant portion of the
country’s infrastructure had been destroyed and many of the old paramilitary organisations had evolved
into criminal organisations. Some of these criminal organisations had stolen and cached large quantities
of weapons, including many machine guns and even some anti-aircraft missiles. In a post 9/11 context,
they now were interested in smuggling and selling these weapons to outside interests. The smuggling of
women to Europe for prostitution was also on the rise. These criminal organisations continued to cause
chaos and conflict between the ethnic groups. They often bribed local authorities and tried to kill those
that were not corrupt.
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Above: Map with approximate locations of camps and operations

One of the biggest threats arose from old unmarked antipersonnel and antitank mines. Mines caused
many civilian injuries and local civilian contractors were being employed to clear them. This dangerous
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work was still ongoing. The members of the squadron needed to be very vigilant with respect to this
risk. Monthly refresher training sessions were held where graphic films depicting amputations resulting
from mine injuries were shown to remind the soldiers of the risk.
Another risk arose from the animosity of some Serbs towards the outside military forces. This was
present everywhere but it seemed to bubble up especially after Serb weddings where the attendees
would typically drink a lot of Slivovitz (plum or prune Brandy) and then start firing their weapons into the
air. Yet another risk was that of road accidents as the terrain was very mountainous and the roads were
sometimes difficult to negotiate with a large heavy armoured vehicle.
The newly arrived troops travelled to Camp Maple Leaf, where they conducted their handover with the
departing Royal Canadian Dragoons reconnaissance squadron during a period of one week. The previous
rotation had already downsized and closed 4 or 5 outlying camps that had been operated by the
Canadian contingent. The only Canadian controlled camps left in the area were Camp Black Bear in
Velika Kladusa and Camp Maple Leaf near Kljuc. In NATO’s North-West sector, the Canadian
reconnaissance squadron was the only unit with armoured vehicles. As a result, it was often called upon
to complete tasks that needed such vehicles, even in areas under control of other SFOR member
countries. After the handover, preparations were made for Operation Harvest, an operation in which
the squadron would go into an area, establish a security cordon and conduct a systematic house to
house search for weapons. This was to be a squadron level operation in Prinjavor.

Ground view of Camp Maple Leaf, the squadron’s base
of operations
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Arial view of Camp Maple Leaf
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Helping to protect the Task Force headquarters
Before departing on Operation Harvest, the Multinational Task Force North West HQ in Banja Luka called
for assistance after receiving an intelligence report of an impending attack. The Headquarters was
located in a complex that had at one time housed a car parts factory. Mike’s troop was assigned to go to
the HQ as the quick reaction force. Once on the ground, one vehicle was tasked with guarding the
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airfield with British infantry soldiers and the other vehicles were given the task of patrolling the
surrounding area to look for prepared rocket or mortar firing locations.
Mike remembers that the surrounding area was not easy to negotiate with heavy armoured vehicles. At
one point two of the vehicles got stuck and one of them started sliding down an embankment into a
stream. The crews had to work hard but finally they were able to extract the vehicles using tow lines
attached to the other vehicles and a winch and line attached to a tree. They did eventually find sites
that had been staked out and cleared of overhanging growth for the purposes of firing mortars or
rockets at the HQ. These findings were assessed to be the evidence of a credible threat. A further
gathering of intelligence prompted British troops to apprehend the would-be-perpetrators and seize a
van full of rockets.

Bosnian traffic jam
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Picture of vehicles of the troop as it leaves Camp Maple
Leaf
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

First operation to harvest weapons
The squadron then deployed on the planned two-week-long operation in Prnjavor, which was principally
a Croat rural area. There, they conducted squadron-level cordon and search operations looking for
weapons in cooperation with the local police. During this operation all of the members of the squadron
were ordered to wear their flak jackets as there was a risk of personal injury from old munitions. The
squadron would move in and form a loose cordon around a group of farm buildings. Some of the
squadron would then dismount and conduct the search with the police.
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Engineer vehicle and their trailer used to carry
explosives collected from homes
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Engineer carrying grenades to trailer
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

This operation yielded little at first. It was suspected that the local police had informed the population of
the impending search and provided them with enough time to remove weapons from their homes. At
one location, a local civilian helpfully directed members of the squadron to a cache of SA-7 Soviet
surface-to-air missiles stored in a barn. The troops assessed the situation and came to the conclusion
that the local had offered up an easy find in the hopes of putting a stop to the weapons search. This
tactic was not successful and the search continued. During this and the subsequent operations,
hundreds of weapons were found including many AK47 rifles, Dragunov Warsaw Pact sniper rifles, pistols
of all kinds, and even several interesting homemade or embellished weapons. One such weapon was an
old rifle whose wooden stock was beautifully-decorated with an inlaid crucifix and Cyrillic writing. Also,
numerous explosives and grenades were found. At one location a widow surrendered 2 old cases of TNT
that were stored in her house. The sergeant conducting the search helpfully moved them out of her
house to the side of the road, a move that greatly upset the engineers who stated that TNT becomes
unstable over time and could have easily detonated from any small spark.

Examples of weapons collected – Photos provided by Robin Thibault
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At another run-down farm house, a widow invited the troops into her home but became fearful and
started to cry when she learned that their purpose was to search for weapons. She then opened a
compartment in an old couch revealing a fully loaded AK47 wrapped up in an oilskin. She revealed
through the interpreter that she was crying because she was afraid of retribution. The weapon had been
hidden there several years prior by a passing fighter who had threatened to kill her if he came back and
found that it was no longer there.

Engineer preparing to destroy munitions found
during searches
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Engineers preparing to destroy weapons and
ammunition collected during the operations
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

The squadron had been trained to expect that after they accomplished their operation, they would
return to sleep at an established camp. In the downsized theatre of operations, this type of
infrastructure was no longer in place for Roto 14. Instead, during the Harvest Operation in Prinjavor the
squadron set up its command post in the yard of an abandoned house. The space only provided sleeping
accommodations for the squadron HQ and one of the other troops. The squadron established a rotation
system whereby one troop stayed at HQ, where the cooks were, and the other two slept at improvised
locations in the surrounding area. One night, Mike’s troop set up camp for the night at an abandoned
campground. He remembers that it rained that night and the water pouring out of a broken gutter on
one of the buildings provided a perfect shower for the troops.
On one occasion during the operation, Mike’s troop was sent to help the Engineer troop recover one of
their vehicles that had rolled down a steep embankment towards a river. As the vehicle was passing an
oncoming logging truck, the shoulder of the road under the heavy armoured vehicle collapsed. Several
members of the crew were injured and the Interpreter suffered a broken leg. At first the Canadian
government took the position that the interpreter’s injury was a problem to be handled by her locally.
After an outcry by the soldiers, who were cognizant of the fact that this dedicated woman had worked
with and helped the Canadian forces for a number of years, the government eventually agreed to pay
her medical expenses. The soldiers in the squadron also gave her money out of their own pockets to
help her through her recovery period.
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Operation to monitor the northern border
After Operation Harvest, the squadron redeployed back to camp for 2 weeks. There they underwent
range training, and performed administration and maintenance work.
They started leave rotation (referred to as Home Leave Travel Allowance or HLTA), during which each
soldier was also entitled to a two-week home leave and two 96-hour leaves. Once this started, the troop
was always short one vehicle so the troop leader often substituted as a patrol leader.
The next operation was in the area of Velika Kladusa where the squadron deployed a fixed OP screen to
monitor the Croat border. An OP screen is a line of observation posts reporting into a single information
collection point, which is the squadron command post. During the operation, Mike’s troop deployed two
vehicles and four soldiers in a single OP at a forward position and kept off-duty staff and remaining
vehicles in a rear position. As troop leader, he used his vehicle as a resupply vehicle and shuttle between
the two locations. The OP was behind an old dilapidated hut overlooking the Croat border. The mast for
the observation system on one of the vehicles was extended up over the hut.
The observation systems in the vehicles were equipped with radar and night vision devices. The
operator working at the console inside the vehicle could adjust the sensitivity of the radar and direct the
infrared camera. It was possible to have the system sound an alarm if any movement was detected. In
the other vehicle, the patrol also had a ground-mounted observation system. The ground mounts had
100 meters of fibre-optic cable allowing the device to be set up on one side of the woods and the
vehicles to remain on the other.
During the operation, the patrols also established random road blocks for vehicle searches. The
squadron did observe some illicit activity in the dark and reported it to the police who were sent to
investigate. From the information received later by Mike, the smugglers had small quantities of
weapons, alcohol, cigarettes and cheese.
Operation at Livno in the south
At one point, Mike’s troop was sent to carry out an operation in Livno in the south of the Northwest Task
Force’s sector of responsibility. This was a six-hour drive to the south, so the troop was augmented with
a mini echelon comprised of a fuel truck and a water and rations truck. Near Livno, they met up with the
Dutch Civil-Military Co-operation team (CIMIC), who introduced them to the local police and informed
them that a Romanian Infantry platoon was also about to be deployed to the area. Mike got orders to
clear and secure an intersection close by and shortly afterwards several helicopters landed and delivered
the Romanians.
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Base for OP set up in a sandpit – armoured vehicles
are on the right and police vehicles are on the left
side of the sand pit. The border with Croatia is in the
rear behind the sand pit.
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Helicopter landing to deliver Romanian Troops
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

The troop’s task was to help the police monitor the border with Croatia. To do this, the troop set up an
OP in a sand pit, deployed observation equipment and pointed the camera and radar out over the piles
of sand. When activity was observed, a Police Lada would be dispatched to investigate. The country was
very mountainous with high winding roads. The OP had a good view over the countryside but there was
not much activity in the area.

Setting up dismounted version of observation
equipment
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Silhouetted view of observation equipment
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Mike remembers being informed, during one of the coordination meetings, that the Romanian infantry
unit that was monitoring an adjacent section of the border had intercepted a fuel tanker trucker that
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was attempting to smuggle women across the border. The human cargo was rescued from the fuel tank
where they had been severely injured from chemical burns and from inhaling the fumes.
Operation to search a weapons factory in Novi Travnik
After a period in Livno, the troop deployed back to Camp Maple Leaf. They then continued a repetitive
patrolling pattern. The troops were sent out for two-week periods to remote areas to either search for
illegal weapons or set up observation posts. During this time, Mike heard that one of the other troops
had discovered a mass grave.
One of the areas where Mike’s troop was sent was Novi Travnik, in the Dutch area of responsibility. In
this area, which was principally populated by Muslims, he noted the presence of some very large
mosques. He was told that the Bosnian Muslims are not as fervent as those in some other countries but
that they are happy to accept money from rich donors, such as the Emir of Qatar to build large mosques
especially since the construction projects generated much-needed local employment.
Mike was also impressed by the forests and the farms and the scenic terrain in this area. However, he
was constantly reminded of the destruction brought on by the war when he saw people living in bombed
out buildings. Canadian helicopters were deployed with the squadron for this operation, so a temporary
landing pad was established beside their camp. One night, a local teenager slipped through the razor
wire fence set up around the landing pad and damaged the helicopter by pulling as many wires as
possible out of its control panel. The repairs to put it back in working order took over a week.
During this operation the squadron conducted numerous road blocks and cordon and search operations.

Performing car searches – note sheep in the rear of
vehicle
Photo provided by Mike Bisson
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Mike and his interpreter and a representative of the
Dutch military planning the search with the manager
of the weapons factory
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

MCpl Pilon performing the search of the weapons
factory
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

They were also tasked with checking on the security at an old weapons factory. It was apparently still
authorized to produce weapons for export but it was not allowed to stock any significant quantities of
ammunition. Mike’s troop was assigned to the search along with Italian Carabinieri (paramilitary police)
with a team of explosive-sniffing dogs. Inside the factory administration area, they found evidence that
the staff had left on very bad terms. The furniture was overturned and documents thrown around the
rooms.

Search team in a room full of mortars all prepared for
shipment
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Trooper perusing documents found during the search
Photo Provided by Mike Bisson

Some of the soldiers looked more closely at the documents on the floor and discovered that the Iraq
government under Saddam Hussein had been a customer of the plant. In the plant and the warehouse,
they found rows of weapons waiting to be shipped. It appeared that all activity stopped very suddenly
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when the war broke out. A thorough search of the factory resulted in the seizure of ammunition and an
anti-aircraft weapon.

Police and their dog at the search of the weapons
factory
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Troop seizing an anti-aircraft weapon that had not
been authorized to be at the Factory
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

After returning to Camp Maple Leaf, Mike was able to leave for his first 96-hour leave period. With
another one of the squadron officers, he went to Munich and spent most of his leave in a Bavarian
Hofbräuhaus (Beer hall).
Opening of the new bridge at Mostar
Upon his return, the squadron was deployed to the Spanish-French-German section in the south to
provide security for the official opening ceremony of the Mostar Bridge1. It was a long drive taking over
twelve hours. Mostar was a town in a valley between two mountain ridges. The river that passes down
the valley had been the dividing line between the Bosniak forces on one side and the Croat forces on the
other. In the town of Mostar, the river passed through a deep gorge and the bridge was quite high up.
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Picture of Mostar Bridge with visitors inspecting bridge
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Arial view of Mostar bridge showing area on right
where the opening ceremony was held
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

The ancient stone bridge that had spanned the river was destroyed during the armed conflict. When
NATO initiated a project to rebuild the bridge, the construction team recuperated some of the old stones
and integrated them into the new structure. Since the project was so symbolic a grand opening
ceremony was planned for its completion. Pavarotti was invited to sing with the Sarajevo Orchestra and
Prince Charles was invited as a guest of honour. The squadron was sent into the surrounding mountains
to set up OP’s to watch for and to react to potential suspicious activity in the area. The Multinational
Force Headquarters was concerned that certain groups might try to disrupt the ceremonies. Other units
from SFOR were tasked with providing security for the ceremony area as well as the Mostar airport and
the near-by NATO base.
Before the ceremony, Mike deployed with a couple of drivers to conduct a reconnaissance and
determine the location of the troop’s observation posts. After performing an aerial reconnaissance in a
helicopter, they set out in a jeep to further assess the potential locations. Prior to leaving in his jeep,
Mike had requested a mine field overlay and was told that none was available. He was also told that in
this sector, the NATO troops did not patrol as much as they did in other areas because many of the mine
fields were unconfirmed. As Mike and his driver approached one of the proposed locations, they
reached a point where the jeep could go no further, so Mike continued on foot. During his walk, he
noticed blown-up concrete bunkers and wires going in and out of the ground. He carefully retraced his
steps and returned to HQ. At that point, the engineers arrived with an overlay of the region, which
indicated the locations of the mines in the sector. A review of this overlay revealed that Mike had been
walking in an anti-tank minefield. Fortunately, none of the mines blew up, possibly because they had
been deactivated or because they were set to explode only if run over by something heavy.
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Arial view of an OP – note tape around site
showing limit of area that was cleared of mines.
Vehicle on the left has its surveillance mast
extended. Tarp on the left is the toilet area.
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

OP site with camouflage nets and tarps set up.
Surveillance equipment on mast is visible above
vehicle located on left.
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

Mike’s troop ultimately established their OP’s high in the mountains on the sun-scorched rocks and
shale. Being June there was no wind and it was very hot. To protect themselves from the sun and
provide a measure of cover in the open area, they set up camouflage nets over the vehicles and
personnel. While they were operating the observation posts, no suspicious activity was detected and
the opening ceremonies proceeded without incident.

Another OP looking over the
valley
Photo provided by Mike Bisson

View from the OP line down into the valley where Mostar bridge was
situated
Photo provided by Mike Bisson
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Once the Mostar mission had been completed, the squadron returned to Camp Maple Leaf in late June.
At that time, Mike was able to take his HLTA. This time, he chose to visit Australia with one of the
members of his troop. The vacation departure routine was to go to the Canadian headquarters at Camp
Black Bear, and change into civilian clothes, take a minibus to the airport in Zagreb and board a flight to
Frankfurt and beyond.
Last squadron exercise
In mid-July, the squadron moved to Kotor Varoš, an area in the northern part of the sector dominated by
Serbs. For this operation, the squadron was based at an abandoned lumber mill where they set up their
tents in a big building. During a three-week period, the squadron set up OP’s and road blocks and
performed cordon and search operations.
It was on this mission that the Multinational Force HQ delivered some Jeep Grand Cherokees to the
squadron to be used rather than the military vehicles. This marked a change in the approach of
interacting with the local population. The troops were encouraged to blend in with the population and
use a softer approach. When they drove to remote villages to talk to people, their stance was less
intimidating. They still had the right to search a house, but they would now ask people if they had
weapons in their home and request their permission to see them. They, and their interpreters, were
encouraged to mingle with the local population, especially in cafés, to gather intelligence by asking about
criminal activity in the sector. When doing this, Mike met some young adults who had learned their
English by watching TV. He also met a Serbian doctor and his spouse who had previously lived in Canada
and worked at Casino Rama in Ontario. The couple had returned to Bosnia so that the doctor could
practice his profession, something he was not allowed to do in Canada.
Winding down
After the squadron operation, Mike’s troop was tasked to return to Livno and provide support for the
police by setting up OP’s and reporting possible smuggling activities. It was a long drive, so the troop left
Camp Maple Leaf every morning between 4 and 5 am and returned late in the evening. Throughout this
operation, Mike noted that the OP’s would get packed away much faster if he told everyone that he was
trying to get them home in time for last call at the mess. Each soldier was allowed 2 beers per night, if
they were not on quick reaction force.
Near the end of their rotation, the squadron received a number of journalists and academics writing
about Canada’s last involvement in Bosnia. Mike remembers taking one journalist from a small town in
Quebec to a village that had been the object of an ethnic cleansing operation by the Serbs. They visited
the village, the killing ground that was by a bridge and the Muslim cemetery that had been set up
subsequent to the war. The graveyard held wooden markers, painted green with white crescent moons,
lined up in rows and pointed towards Mecca. The reporter had a visceral reaction, particularly because
the interpreter describing the horrifying event was originally from that area.
During this time, Mike was also asked to come to the North-west Multinational Task Force headquarters
to play the bagpipes at a change of command parade. He was one of three pipers who performed on the
ramparts of a medieval castle at dusk. They piped during the inspection and the subsequent signing
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ceremony. He felt that the presence of the pipes made the ceremony much more impressive. After the
ceremony, he had to depart and return to his troop. It was a three-hour drive in an uncomfortable panel
van. He remembers feeling envious of the other pipers who had proceeded to the headquarters’ mess
after the ceremony.
At the end of the rotation, the squadron prepared the vehicles for shipment back to Canada. The
vehicles were stripped of their equipment and washed in preparation for an inspection by the Canadian
food inspection agency. The vehicles were apparently then shipped to Camp Black Bear, inspected and
cleaned again and then shipped to the port city of Split in Croatia to be shipped back to Canada.
The squadron also started collecting ammunition in preparation for departure. This step produced a
surprising amount of ammunition, far above what each person’s or vehicle’s allotment was. This might
have been explained by successive rotations hoarding ammunition to make sure that they would always
be able to turn in the quantity officially allocated to them.
In the meantime they used the rented SUVs to conduct missions. At one point the local police requested
assistance because they said they had information that there was a weapons cache at a UN refugee
camp occupied principally by Romani people, also known as gypsies. This request was honored and the
squadron accompanied the police but very few weapons were found. Mike had suspicions that the local
police were taking advantage of the presence of the NATO forces to legitimise their harassment of the
Romani people.
Mike took the opportunity to use up his second and last 96-hour leave period and went to London to
stay at the military-run Union Jack Club hotel where he had a jolly good time.
In the last week of September, all of the reservists in the squadron were demobilised and transported
home. They flew on a military airbus from Zagreb with a stop-over in the UK (RAF Brize Norton) and
eventually to Quebec City. There was a small welcome party, including a driver and minibus from the
Hussars. The flight arrived 6 hours late but Mike’s family was still waiting and happy to see him.
Life thereafter
At the time of the interview, Mike was a member of Regiment of Hull where he held the rank of major
and served as the officer commanding the Headquarters squadron. He had served with the Royal
Canadian Hussars for 12 years until his civilian employer posted him to Ottawa in 2011. He was
employed at Public Safety Canada and was happily married and the father of a newborn child.
Footnotes
1. According to a November 9th, 1993 article in the U.K’s Independent, the STARI MOST, Mostar’s
spectacular 16th-century stone bridge and one of Bosnia-Herzegovina’s greatest architectural
treasures, collapsed in a barrage of Croatian shells. The collapse was a tremendous blow for the
25,000 Bosniaks trapped on the city’s east side and a strategic victory for the Croats. The bridge
was the only access to a source of drinking water which people retrieved by scurrying across at
night under threat of sniper fire. Built in 1566, supposedly with mortar made from egg whites,
the 66 foot Stari Most was the last and most treasured of seven across the Neretva river gorge.
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Some Croatian sources said the Stari Most was destroyed in response to a string of defeats the
Bosniak army had inflicted on the HVO (Croat forces) in central Bosnia.
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